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UPDATES:

SOC Project Update

Company

SOC Accreditation Scheme – first phase launches in
November
Following extensive input from members and industry this
year through workshops, webinars, interviews and on-site
visits, the SOC Accreditation scheme is in its finals stages
of creation. The scheme will be launched in 3 phases,
with phase 1 being launched on 1st November 2017.
Phase 1, which is the first part of the accreditation
process, will consist of an application form. This phase
will be offered free of charge from launch until 1 February
2018. After this date, the cost going forward will be
£750+VAT.
Phase 2, is due to launch in January 2018 and is the onsite audit. This will be conducted by a qualified auditor, and
will have to be completed within 6 months of completion
of the application form. The cost for this will be staggered
dependant on the number of SOC’s within Scope.
Phase 3, is due to launch on 1 June 2018 and will consist
of a Technical Assessment. There will be 2 levels of
membership, the names for these will be announced at
launch.
The first will be awarded on successful completion of the
application form and onsite audit.
The second will be awarded on successful completion
of the application form, onsite audit and technical
assessment.
Following successful completion of each phase
companies will be added to the CREST website as
detailed in the table here:

CREST Events

Member (1)
Application
Form

Member (2)

Onsite Audit

Company X

✔

Company Y

✔

✔

Company Z

✔

✔

Technical
Assessment

✔

The scheme will help the buying community in
understanding how SOCs work. The key criteria
required in an effective service will, in particular, help the
buying community differentiate the services provided.
The scheme will provide existing and potential CREST
Members with a tangible differentiator to help them attract
customers. It will also help promote CREST more broadly
in the market place, both in the UK and internationally.

CREST introduces new Threat
Intelligence Analyst Certification
With threat intelligence playing an increasingly important
role in the fight against cyber crime, CREST has
introduced a new examination and certification for threat
intelligence analysts. The syllabus reflects the high level
of technical skills and specialist knowledge required to
achieve CREST Registered Threat Intelligence Analyst
(CR TIA) status in line with other CREST certifications in
penetration testing and incident response.
For more information:
http://www.crest-approved.org/examination/crestregistered-threat-intelligence-analyst/

CREST Workshops

Industry Events

UPDATES:
Singapore International Cyber Week
CREST president Ian Glover was delighted to be invited
to attend Singapore International Cyber Week, which
took place 18-21 September. Delegates were told about
the importance and success of the establishment of the
CREST examination facility at the Singapore Institute of
Technology.

capable providers and this frequently results in tick box or
compliance led assurance behaviour.
The GCC (Gulf Cooperation Council) region is heavily
reliant on SCADA and ICS infrastructure and as a result,
CREST research work in to this area resonates particularly
well. Our accreditation schemes for Penetration Testing,
Incident Response and Cyber Threat Intelligence are
likely to have direct value to the market as we try to help
build local capacity across organisations that operate in
the sector. We anticipate running a series of workshops
focused on the region towards the end of 2017.
If you have interest in learning more about export or
development opportunities that are focused on the GCC,
please contact elaine.luck@crest-approved.org

CREST Research Collaboration Tool
Collaboration is key to what CREST does and we
continue to work closely with members, government,
academia and industry on our research. We are always
looking for ways to make this process better and
encourage more people to take part.
With the launch of the new Bug Bounty project, which
we hope will provide a definitive view from the technical
security industry in the form of a position paper, we are
trialling a new online collaboration tool on for easier
remote participation in projects. It will also provide an
opportunity to put forward research ideas.
If you would like more information please contact
allie@crest-approved.org

CREST in the Middle East
Earlier in 2017, CREST was awarded IAF capacity
building funding by the Department of International Trade
to build and stimulate cyber capacity in across the Middle
East. As a consequence, CREST has travelled to the
region a number of times during 2017, and earlier on
in September undertook a maturity study across Saudi
Arabia, Bahrain and the UAE. During a series of meetings
in the region, CREST was introduced to both National
Technical Authorities, Monetary Authorities, Development
Agencies and a number of interested service providers.
It is very apparent that there is a need for developing
cyber capability, capacity and consistency across the
region. In 2017, there is recognition that the region is a
net importer of cyber services and there is a relatively low
volume of organisations domestically focused within the
market. In addition, the buying community is not well
equipped to distinguish quality service providers from less

CREST president awards finalist vote now
CREST’s president, Ian Glover, has been shortlisted for
a Computing Security Magazine ‘Contribution to Cyber
Security’ award. Please vote for him here:
https://t.co/BQst8rzZm2

September Events
CREST attended 3 events in September and has
numerous events coming up in October and November
ending with Black Hat in December. The 3 events in
September were a success with numerous leads being
collated. We would like to take the chance to thank all
the organisers for the welcome and for inviting CREST to
partner with these events.

Cloudsec 2017

At Cloudsec CREST had a stand and there was a panel
session that included Ian Glover, Lawrence Munro and
Pete Wood. The panel session was well received by the
audience.
There was a lot of interest in CREST at the stand, especially
in our diversity research and in company membership and
examinations.

UPDATES:
44CON

Industry Film
If you haven’t already seen it please take a look at the
CREST Industry film that promotes the technical security
industry. It would be great if you could also share it as
much as possible: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v
=YUWTit0cLcE&feature=youtu.be
If you tweet it please include @crestadvocate in your
tweet and we will retweet you.

New Academic Partner Program
Call for guest lectures
CREST has revamped its Academic Partner program and
is in the process of going out to all existing partners to let
them know, as well as recruiting new partners. As part
of this we are completing a list of CREST members who
are interested in giving occasional technical talks/lectures
to the students the areas of penetration testing, threat
intelligence and incident response in particular. Please
contact allie@crest-aproved.org for more information.
Academic Partner Program details
You can download details on the new Academic Partner
Program, which includes information on how to apply
at: http://www.crest-approved.org/wp-content/
uploads/Academic-Partner-Program.pdf
Another successful year at 44CON, with lots of interest
in accreditations, examinations and our university guides.
There was plenty of traffic to the stand and excellent
networking opportunities at the Community evening.
The 44CON bus bar was once again well received.

The UK Health Show 2017

Benefits of the program include:
• 	Publicity for the university and its relevant cyber
security courses
• 	Career advice and guidance to students
• 	Subsidised CREST Practitioner Security Analyst
(CPSA) examination vouchers
• 	Free access to hundreds of hours of professional and
up-to-date video content relating to current thinking
and best practice in cyber security
• 	Support to universities to run their own cyber security
events / conferences
• 	Discounted tickets to CREST’s annual conference,
discounted exhibitor rates an opportunity for students
to showcase work

This is the first type of event like this for CREST and we
were incredibly busy. It was interesting to attend an event
with such a diverse mix of attendees from areas such as
Healthcare, Police Services, Academia and private sector.
We would be interested to hear from Members about other
vertical market events you think CREST should attend in
2018. Contact: debbie.jones@crest-approved.org

• 	Membership of the CREST Advocate industry forum
•

Support for syllabus creation and refinement

• 	Access to internship and work placement
opportunities
•

Use of CREST Academic Partner logo

Partner logo

UPDATES:
CRESTCon 2018 early bird sponsorship
packages
3 May 2018 - Royal College of Physicians, 11 St
Andrews Place, Regent’s Park, London NW1 4LE
20% discount for Earlybird bookings for the first 6
sponsors to sign up.
Additional savings for Corporate Members of
CREST and IISP
Now in its sixth year, CRESTCon is a key date in the
industry calendar, attracting an impressive line-up of
speakers across three streams and over 450 senior
delegates. This year the venue has changed allowing
space for more sponsors. We are including one
platinum package so once it is gone it’s gone! As many
of you know the event includes a busy exhibition room,
bookshop and a demo area that also provides the
opportunity for students to showcase their work.
This year we have also added a garden party in the
evening, providing further networking opportunities.
Sponsor Packages are as follows:
Platinum Package - £15,000 (Earlybird 20% off Non
Membership Rate £12,000)
Membership Rate £12,000 (Earlybird 20% off
Membership Rate £9,600)
•	
Only one Platinum Sponsor
•	
12ft table in large exhibition space in premium
position of your choice (as long as space is vacant)
•	
Choice of additional sponsorship (costs below)
•	
8 delegate passes
•	
Speaking slot in chosen stream
•	
Opportunity to place your published research in the
event bookshop
•	
Largest logo displayed on pre-event marketing and
during conference
•	
Logo to be displayed in Exhibition Hall
•	
Banner in Reception area
•	
Full page in the conference brochure

Gold Package - £10,000 (Earlybird 20% off Non
Membership Rate £8,000)
Membership Rate £8,000 (Earlybird 20% off
Membership £6,400)
•	
12ft table exhibition space in premium position of your
choice
•	
Choice of additional sponsorship excluding drinks
(costs below)
•	
6 delegate passes
•	
Speaking slot
•	
Opportunity to place your published research in the
event bookshop
•	
Large logo displayed on pre-event marketing and
during conference
•	
Full page in the conference brochure
•	
Video interview by professional journalist
•	
Email shot promoting your presence
•	
2 pieces of corporate literature included in the
delegate pack
•	
1000 word editorial in the IISP & CREST newsletters
•	
Social media and PR promotion through CREST and
IISP
•	
Large logo and web link on conference website.

Silver Package - £6,000 (Earlybird 20% off Non
Membership Rate £4,800)
Membership Rate £4,800 (Earlybird 20% off
Membership Rate £3,840)
•	
6ft table space in exhibition area
•	
Four delegate passes
•	
Choice of additional sponsorship excluding lunch and
drinks (costs below)
•	
Opportunity to place your published research in the
event bookshop

•	
Video interview by professional journalist

•	
Logo displayed on pre-event marketing and during
conference

•	
Email shot promoting your presence

•	
150 word entry in the conference brochure

•	
3 pieces of corporate literature or merchandise
included in the delegate pack
•	
2000 word editorial in the IISP & CREST newsletters
•	
Social media and PR promotion through CREST and
IISP
•	
Largest logo and web link on conference website.

•	
1 piece of corporate literature included in the delegate
pack.
•	
500 word editorial in the IISP & CREST newsletters
•	
Social media and PR promotion through CREST and
IISP
•	
Large logo and web link on conference website.

UPDATES:
Bronze Package- £3,000 (Earlybird 20% off Non
Membership Rate £2,400)

Academia Package - £600 (Earlybird £500)
•

Space in exhibition area

Membership Rate £2,400 (Earlybird 20% off
Membership Rate £1,920)

•

2 delegate passes

•

4ft table space in exhibition area

•

Logo displayed during conference

•

2 delegate passes

•

Logo and web link on conference website

•

Logo displayed during conference

•

Logo and web link on conference website

Additional Sponsorship
•

Post Event Drinks Reception & Garden Party £3000

Demo Package - £3,500 (Earlybird 20% off Non
Membership Rate £2,800)

•

Lunch £2500

•

Coffee Breaks (am & pm) £1500

Membership Rate £2,800 (Earlybird 20% off
Membership Rate £2,240)

•	
Delegate bags – Can either supply at own cost or
provide artwork £2000		

•	6ft table space in demo area – Large Hall with
Exhibitors

•	
Lanyards – Can either supply at own cost or provide
artwork and £1500

•

3 delegate passes

•

Pens and pads £1500

•

Description of demo in the conference brochure

•

Pocket Guides £1000

•

Logo displayed during conference

•

Logo and web link

So, put the date in your diary, don’t miss out and
remember the 20% offer applies to the first 6 sponsors
only. Get in touch now and don’t miss out on the chance
to exhibit at this very special discounted rate. Your
company logo could be in the next issue of Script Bulletin
To discuss your sponsorship packages available please
contact either
Marc Callaway on 07836 381075
marc@crestandiisp.com
Debbie Jones on 07714217624
debbie@prpr.co.uk
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CREST Events:
CREST Fellowship
Awards
The Fellowship ceremony and
dinner takes place at
The Tanner & Co.,
50 Bermondsey St,
London SE1 3UD on 22nd
November 2017
These are the first CREST
Fellowships to be awarded. This
will become an annual event to
recognise individuals for their
achievement or contribution
within CREST or the technical
information security industry as a
whole.
We are also putting together
a ‘Fellowship Yearbook’. This
keepsake will include information
on all the award recipients for
2017, along with photos from the
awards evening.
Tickets are priced at £85 and
invitations will be going out
shortly. For more information
contact:
allie@crest-approved.org

CRESTCon 2018
Save the date 3rd May 2018 to
be held at the Royal College of
Physicians in London.
Year 6 of CRESTCon will be held
on 3rd May 2018 at a change
of venue this year. There will
be additions to the programme
with more content and more
networking opportunities to look
forward to.

AGM
The date of the next AGM is
scheduled for 2nd May 2018 at
the Royal College of Physicians

CREST Workshops:
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CREST has a BrightTalk channel
for hosting webinars and other
videos and we will be stepping
up our program of webinars in
2017 after a successful 2016.
See https://www.brighttalk.
com/channel/13519/crest.
BrightTalk’s summit calendar for
2017 is listed below and we are
looking for CREST members to
take part.
November 14–16:
The 2018 threatscape
Nov 14:
2017’s biggest breaches and
why
Nov 15:
Emerging threats &
technologies
Nov 16: 2018:
Threats on the horizon
If you are interested in presenting
a technical webinar or would like
us to host your content, then
please submit your ideas for
consideration to allie@crestapproved.org . We will promote,
run and record on the CREST
channel.
The 2018 calendar will be coming
soon!
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Industry Events:
Cyber Security Europe
2017 (IP EXPO)
4-5 October 2017, ExCeL
Royal Victoria Dock, London,
E16 1XL
IP EXPO is one of Europe’s
leading IT events for those
looking to find out how the latest
IT innovations can drive their
business forward. The IP EXPO
event series showcases brand
new exclusive content and senior
level insights from across the
industry, as well as unveiling the
latest developments in IT. IP
EXPO events are aimed at CIOs,
heads of IT, security specialists,
heads of insight and tech experts.
CREST is supporting,
exhibiting and presenting at
the London event http://www.
cybersecurity-europe.com/.
If you are interested in helping
on the stand please contact
debbie@crest-approved.org

Infosecurity North
America 2017
04-05 October 2017, Hynes
Convention Centre, 900
Boylston Street, Boston, MA
02115
Infosecurity North America is
an exciting new launch event
from the Infosecurity Group.
Infosecurity Group run 7 marketleading information security events
around the globe and have over
22 years of experience connecting
everyone and everything you
need to know about information
security. Infosecurity North
America will bring this wealth of
global experience and knowledge
to Boston in the form of an
innovative SMART event, offering
digital tools to help visitors and
exhibitors make the most out of
their time.

CREST is supporting and
exhibiting at the event https://
www.infosecuritynorthamerica.
com/. If you are interested in
helping at this event please
contact
debbie@crest-approved.org

Cyber Security Chicago
2017 (IP EXPO)
18-19 October 2017,
McCormick Place, Chicago
Cyber Security Chicago will
take place at the award-winning
McCormick Place. Combining
world class solutions on the
exhibition floor with a strategic
C-Suite level keynote conference,
brought to you by the same
organisers as IP EXPO.
CREST is supporting and
exhibiting at the event http://
www.cybersecurity-chicago.
com/. If you are interested in
helping at this event please
contact
debbie@crest-approved.org

Cloud & Cyber Security
Expo Singapore 2017
11-12 October 2017,
Marina Bay Sands Expo and
Convention Centre, Singapore
Asia’s dedicated cloud security
event for business, a 2-day
event ground-breaking, inspiring,
productive, power-packed with
knowledge sharing, education
and business opportunities galore!
In 2016 the event attracted a
record-breaking 12,958* senior
IT professionals (*independently
audited by BPA) from 45
countries, featuring 300 of the
world’s leading innovators and
suppliers and 300 world-class
speakers. Cloud Security Expo,
Singapore 2017, alongside
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Industry Events:
industry-leading co-located events
- Cloud Expo Asia, Smart IoT
Singapore and Data Centre World
is primed to be another brilliant
showcase of cloud technology
and data centre expertise in Asia.
CREST is supporting and
exhibiting at the event http://
www.cloudsecurityexpoasia.
com/. If you are interested in
helping at this event please
contact
debbie@crest-approved.org

SSCS 2017
The 12th International
Conference on System Safety
and Cyber Security

30 October - 1 November
2017. IET London: Savoy Place
http://events.theiet.org/cybersafety/index.cfm?origin=crest
Take your place at the only UK
conference where safety and
security engineers can meet and
debate the latest developments
and challenges in the field.
You will hear new research
and results in cyber security
for defence, Human Factors,
establishing intelligent and
proactive combined safety and
security standards, developing
security strategies for safety critical
systems and much more.
Key speakers will include

• A
 ir Commodore Bruce Wynn,

Independent Cyber Consultant
and Special Advisor (Cyber) to
the City of London Police

• C
 hris Hankin, Co-Director,

Institute for Security Science
and Technology

• A
 ngela Sasse, Director, UK

Research Institute in Science of
Cyber Security

• S
 arabjit Purewal, Head of

Operations in the Chemicals
sector, Health and Safety
Executive

• Ian Dreelan, Assistant Coroner
for Birmingham and Solihull /
The Niteworks Partnership

• A
 udrey Canning & Ron Bell,

Co-Chairs of International
Maintenance Teams dealing with
Edition 3 of IEC 61508

Workshop day: 30 October
The first day of the conference
offers you the opportunity to
enhance a specialist skill at an
extended session. Choose from:

• A
 roadmap for improving the

cyber-security of safety-critical
systems

• Integrating cyber security: IT, OT
& safety

• “ You are under attack –

‘Cyber Defence or Protect the
Business?”

Registration discounts for CREST
members
As a supporter of the conference,
CREST members can save £100
by registering at the IET Member
rate. See the full programme and
book your place at http://events.
theiet.org/cyber-safety/index.
cfm?origin=crest
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Industry Events:
C5 Insider Threat Event
31-01 November 2017, St.
James’ Court, A Taj Hotel,
London
This event focuses on attacks
being perpetrated by insider threats
showing high profile organisations
and government entities still lack the
best practices to combat the threat
effectively. This conference will look
at how companies should define,
determine, detect and ultimately
deal with internal threat. An example
of key topics that will be discussed
are strategies for prevention and the
potential threats for GDPR.
CREST is supporting and
presenting at the event https://
www.c5-online.com/insiderthreat/. If you require any further
information then please contact
debbie@crest-approved.org

UK Security Expo 2017
29-30 November 2017,
Olympia London - Grand Hall,
Kensington, London, W14 8UX
UK Security Expo brings
together 10,000+ international
stakeholders of security to London
from Government, Transport &
Borders, Major Events, Military,
Law Enforcement, Emergency
Services, CNI and Private
Sector. With over 250 worldclass exhibitors and working
closely with HM Government
department’s including the
Home Office JSaRC regarding
immersive demonstrations plus the
Department for International Trade
DSO for 50 Official Hosted Country
Delegations, UK Security Expo
is a major-scale exhibition with
innovation at its core.
CREST is supporting, exhibiting
and presenting at the event
www.uksecurityexpo.com/
crest. If you require any further
information then please contact
debbie@crest-approved.org

Cyber Threat
Intelligence & Incident
Response 2017
29-30 November 2017,
Prospero House, 241 Borough
High St. Southwark, London,
SE1 1GA
Cyber Threat Intelligence and
Incident Response is a premier
forum for security professionals
to address how a greater
understanding of the cyber threat
landscape can lead to exponential
improvements in strategic planning
and tactical decision making during
cyber incidents. It is also the only
conference in Europe that looks
specifically at the role that threat
intelligence plays in supplementing
your cyber security strategy,
bringing together like-minded
practitioners to discuss case
studies regarding how they are
maximising the potential of threat
intelligence.
CREST is supporting and
presenting at the event https://
cyberthreat.iqpc.co.uk/. If you
require any further information then
please contact
debbie@crest-approved.org
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Industry Events:
Black Hat Europe 2017

Events lined up for 2018

4-7 December 2017, ExCeL
Royal Victoria Dock, London,
E16 1XL

Cyber Security for industrial
Controls
07 – 08 Feb 18
www.theiet.org/cyber-ics

One of the leading information
security events in the US over
the last 20 years and after the
success of Black Hat in the UK
last year they have moved the
venue to allow more delegates
to attend. Black Hat provides
attendees with the very latest
in research, development, and
trends in Information Security.
Here the brightest professionals
and researchers in the industry will
come together for a total of four
days--two days of deeply technical
hands-on Trainings, followed by
two days of the latest research
and vulnerability disclosures in the
Briefings.

Cloud Security Expo
21-22 Mar 18
http://www.cloudexpoeurope.
com/
Cyber Security Manchester
25-26 Apr 18
http://www.ipexpomanchester.
com/Cyber-Security
Cloud Expo Asia
16-17 May 18
http://www.cloudexpoasiahk.
com/

CREST is supporting the event
and more information is to follow.
https://www.blackhat.com/eu17/.
If you require any further
information then please contact
debbie@crest-approved.org
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